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No Fear On Them Nor Will They Be Sad
Introduction
Life is all about entry and exit. Allah inspired the Prophet ()ﺻﻠﻰ ﷲ ﻋﻠﯿﮫ وﺳﻠﻢ, to made
a supplication to enter and to exit truthfully.

Truthful entry and exit means:
1. Desire to change for good
2. Purity and sincerity from heart
We can use the above supplication for any matter in our life e.g. start and end of
the day, entering or exiting a place etc. etc.

No Fear On Them Nor Will They Be Sad
The happy life is not about the circumstances outside but we need to solve the
problem within us. We cannot change anyone else except ourselves. There are
two main emotions and if they are controlled and everything will be controlled
i.e. Fear and Sadness. The two emotions (fear and sadness) control our actions,
emotions and utterances.
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FEAR

Fear has to do with the future. There are fears that we need and there are fears
that we need to overcome. Any fear of the Duniya e.g. sickness, failure etc. we
need to believe that Allah will make us to overcomes these fears.
The other types of fear is what we need e.g. fear of death, fear of the grave, fear
of Hell
GRI EF

A person is sad due to his past.
Both emotions i.e. fear and grief are driven by the Shaitaan. Both fear and grief
brings a person down and he is not able to do his day to day tasks. With fear
and grief we do not progress. We need to control these two feelings and tell
ourselves that this feeling is from the Shaitaan. When these two emotions are in
control, then everything around you will change.
The moment we feel sad or grief we need to tell ourselves that there is no sad
nor grief.
SURAH AZ ZUKHRUF AYAH 67-70
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Our goal is the beautiful life of paradise. When we only think about the Duniya
and its adornments then it brings fear and grief. We need to control these feelings
in order to go forward from happiness to more happiness to more happiness till
we meet Allah in Paradis . We need to revive ourselves by thinking about
Paradise as it keeps us excited and motivated. Even when we complain about the
Duniya we are magnifying it and attaching ourselves to it.
We need to use the Duniya in order to reach Allah. Allah said in the above verses
that there is no fear or grief for the one who believes in Allah and who is very
cautious in their life. They are not following their desires. When you follow your
desires then for sure there will be sadness and fear.
When Allah created Adam he also created his spouse. A good companion is very
important because if you have a good relationship with your companion then it
does not matter even if you do not have something of the Duniya
Loneliness is a big problem these days because these days people know so many
people on the social media but they are still lonely as they don’t have any real
friendships.
Believing in Allah, Having Taqwa, submitting to Allah, not following your desires
and having good friends will solve all your problems. You will enter paradise with
your spouses, friends and companions.
If we want to overcome any problem in life we need to go back to the Quran so
we have no sadness and fear.
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SURAH AL BAQARAH AYAH 35-38

The first place in the Quran where it is mentioned that they will not have any fear
not will they be sad is in Surah Baqarah..

We feel lost and confused when we go through transitions in our life whether it is
changing homes, jobs, marriage or divorce. Our father Adam faced the biggest
transition when he moved from Paradise to the earth. In Paradise he had every
facilities and on the earth there was nothing.
When we take the blessings of Allah for granted then it is taken away. When we
complain we do not appreciate what we have. We take things and people for
granted thinking they must do this for me. We need to appreciate what Allah gave
us i.e. our homes, our families, our job and also our boss.
Our father Adam and his wife were enjoying their life in Paradise and they did not
have any restriction except for the tree. Allah made it very clear to him about it.
Shaitaan attracted him to what was forbidden. The Shaitaan will always come to
us to tell us what we don’t have is better than what you have. This is a trap to
make us ungrateful. When we compare ourselves to others it makes us sad and
ungrateful.
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Shaitaan came to our father and told him that his tree will make you better i.e.
immortal. We must never come close to something that is forbidden. Adam was
weak and the moment he ate from the tree, he became exposed. He went from
feeling very honored to feeling very humiliated. He had feelings of guilt and Allah
inspired him to repent and Allah accepted his repentance. Allah gave him the
remedy to not be lost which is to follow his guidance.

Allah – Al Hadi ( The Guide )
• When we are lost we should not go asking people what to do. Rather we
need to go to Allah Al Hadi. No one can take us out of the fear and
sadness.
• Allah guided Adam to start his life from scratch on the earth. For sure, Allah
will also guide us through the transition in our life. Allah will customize the
means for us. Allah will show us the guidance that is tailor made for us.
When we are lost and confused due to the changes in our life we need to
believe that the changes are to upgrade us and to make us a better person.
• I need to seek the guidance of Allah and follow the guidance.
• When we do not ask Allah for guidance then it results in fear and sadness.
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HOW CAN WE CHANGE OURSELVES?

• Always ask Allah for guidance
• Be grateful for all you have.

